**Eberhard Outlines Plan Of Bookstore Board**

Eberhard outlined plans for setting up a student Bookstore Advisory Board. Leslie McCarty's appointment of Jack Scheller, vice president of the ASU executive board, to Tuesday night meeting of the ASU executive board was confirmed. The president of the Board of Directors of the Bookstore, an elected position, will run the store.

**Committee Decides „I Sweaters“ Need Alterations**

The committee was set up by Bill Multam, chairman of the bookstore committee, and made a survey of four student and faculty stores. The most popular sweater of the group was determined by the people's choice, but the committee thought it would be more profitable to make it available in smaller sizes, since many of the students had already bought the larger sizes.

- **Group to Submit Names To Garett**
- **ASU To Regulate Independent Stores**
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- **Vanderbilt Will Lecture At Thursday Assembly**
- **Bullock Presents Gifts To Hulls**
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**Now Is The Last Chance To Get Gem Pictures**
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**Honey To You**

By Pete Hagel

Cornelia Vanderbilt, Jr., who has been hacking around over Western Idaho College for two years after he was 16 years old, will tell all of his former "famous" friends the story of his life in a public assembly next Thursday morning at 11 a.m. in Memorial gymnasium.

Included in the famous friends' lecture will be an interview with Dr. John W. Steiner, president of the College of Idaho at Caldwell, and an interview with Gordon Copeland of the Idaho Daily Staunton.

**Concert Band To Feature First Song Of Jazz**

A combination of the "first song" of jazz and classical will be given by the Concert Band this year when it appears in concert in the university auditorium on Thursday, April 22nd. The department will direct the 15 musicians, both men and women.

**Bullock Presents Gifts To Hulls**

Ralph Hull, the prominent Idaho State University football coach, will receive a check of $100 from Robert N. Bullock, sportsman and former Idahoan, at an assembly at the College of Idaho, Caldwell, on Wednesday, April 21st.

**Men Finish Escape**

Work was completed yesterday and last night on the Men’s fieldhouse, which is scheduled for dedication next week.

**Concert Band To Feature First Song Of Jazz**

---
Kappa Phi Honors Sixteen Women
Sixteen students were honored in an awards presentation by Kappa Phi. The ceremonies were held at 8 p.m. in the Student Center Wednesday, April 18.

Kappa Phi is the national honor society for women's studies and is open to any student who has completed at least 30 credits, maintains a grade point average of 3.5, and has completed at least 12 credits in women's studies.

The ceremony included the presentation of awards to the following students:

- Sarah Johnson
- Melissa Brown
- Jennifer Davis
- Elizabeth Garcia
- Christine Matthews
- Sarah Miller
- Amanda Peterson
- Jennifer Smith
- Laura Taylor
- Emily White
- Sarah Young
- Jessica Jones
- Jennifer Lee
- Ashley Thompson
- Rachel Tyler
- Melissa Brown

In addition to the awards ceremony, Kappa Phi also held an induction ceremony for new members.

Add Zest to Your Daily Life
Chew Delicious DOUBLEMINT GUM
Discover for yourself why this spicy way to get a puck of refreshing, pungent, and general activity: Chewing for refreshment. There’s something special about the rich sensation of the minty flavor of Doublemint gum. Enjoy its spicy, minty goodness. Chew a pouch of Doublemint gum and store it in your pocket or purse. It’s a refreshing way to add zest to your daily life.

House & Hosts
Delta Zeta, Delta, and Nu Sigma Omicron held a Mother’s Day tea on the balcony of the State University. The event featured music by the Delta Zeta choir and a speech by President of the Delta Zeta chapter.

At the tea, students had the opportunity to purchase Delta Zeta merchandise, including t-shirts, tote bags, and other items.

Add Zest to Your Daily Life
Chew Delicious DOUBLEMINT GUM
Discover for yourself why this spicy way to get a puck of refreshing, pungent, and general activity: Chewing for refreshment. There’s something special about the rich sensation of the minty flavor of Doublemint gum. Enjoy its spicy, minty goodness. Chew a pouch of Doublemint gum and store it in your pocket or purse. It’s a refreshing way to add zest to your daily life.

Have You Stopped at JOHNNIES yet?
Our Many New Friends Have Found What They Wanted.

JUST GOOD FOOD

Have you tried our new slogan? It’s true.

When you think of a good food house, what comes to mind? A place where the food is delicious and the service is friendly? That’s exactly what we offer at Johnnies.

Our menu features a variety of dishes to suit every taste. From classic American fare to international specialties, we have something for everyone.

And our service is second to none. Our staff is always friendly and ready to help, whether you’re looking for a recommendation or just need a little extra help with your order.

So come on in and try us out. We think you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
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Vandals To Tackle Tall Ducks Here Tonight, Monday At 7:30

Idaho’s “Devilish” Vandals basketballers will be gunning for their 1941 debut in the conference win column when they take on the rangy Oregon Ducks in Memorial gym tonight. After dropping their first two conference losses of the season, the Vandals will be out to remove Oregon’s tall ducks, who lost their last two conference games. The Vandals will come out on top to go 3-0 in league play.

Freshmen To Meet Pine City Five, Release Schedule

Freshman basketball players of the Idaho basketball team will take on two of the best players of the Pine City High School basketball team this weekend. The freshmen will meet the Pine City players at 8:30 tonight with one matinee game scheduled for tomorrow afternoon.

Cyclist Will Ride At Ball Game Tonight

Basketball fans will be entertained by another cyclone act tonight when the Idaho-Gorge game gets under way. The cyclone act will be performed by the Mako-Gorge gym tonight, immediately following the basketball game.

Mother Hubbard’s Feast

A Mother Hubbard’s feast will be served to the fans of the Idaho-Gorge game tonight. The feast will consist of slices of hot biscuits and will be served at the Idaho-Gorge game.

Mural Sports

Mural sports are an integral part of the Idaho-Gorge game tonight. The murals will be displayed on the gym walls and will be visible to the fans.

Brosnan To Talk

Brosnan’s famous lecture on the principles of basketball will be given tonight at the Idaho-Gorge game. The lecture will include tips on how to play basketball and will be presented by Brosnan himself.

Graduates Gather

Graduates from the University of Idaho will gather at the Idaho-Gorge game tonight. The graduates will be represented by their class presidents and will include a number of former Idaho basketball players.

Matmen Will Face WSC Monday

Matmen from the University of Idaho will face the Western State College (WSC) matmen Monday. The match will take place at 7:30 p.m. at the Idaho-Gorge game.

JONES SPOKE

JONES, C. D. W. J. spoke before the Idaho-Gorge game today. He addressed the students about the importance of basketball in college life and encouraged them to participate in the sport.

Cyclist Posts Draw Applications, Names Withheld

The Idaho-Gorge game tonight will be a special evening for the fans. Cyclist Will ride at the Idaho-Gorge game tonight and will be featured in a special segment.

Duck Deadeye

Duck Deadeye at the Idaho-Gorge game tonight will be a special attraction. The duck will be shown in a special segment and will be featured in a special segment.

Sportlight Reflections

Sportlight reflections on the Idaho-Gorge game tonight will be featured in a special segment. The reflections will include comments from local sports analysts and will be featured in a special segment.

Idaho To Meet Gonzaga In Mixed-Tied Card

Idaho will meet Gonzaga in a mixed-tied card at the Idaho-Gorge game tonight. The match will be a special attraction and will be featured in a special segment.

Pool Artists Seek Tank Revenge Over, Wash.

The Pool artists will seek revenge tonight against the Over, Wash. artists. The match will be a special attraction and will be featured in a special segment.

Idaho Idaho To Meet Gonzaga In Mixed-Tied Card

Idaho will meet Gonzaga in a mixed-tied card at the Idaho-Gorge game tonight. The match will be a special attraction and will be featured in a special segment.
Letters

To the Editor:

I thought that I would write a letter to the editor.

On the other day I was watching the campus, admiring the scenery, when I noticed a group of people fluttering from the flagpole, bright red and green, against the sky. It was a delightful sight, and I thought to myself, “what a beautiful world we live in.”

But then, I realized something.

It seems that there is a reason why I should not write this letter.

M.M.

To the Editor:

Having just read the discussion on the topic of [insert topic], I must say that it was very thought-provoking. As a fellow student, I must add that some of the arguments put forward by the author were quite compelling. However, I believe that more research is needed on this matter.

Have your own thoughts on this issue?

John Smith

Newspaper

Staff

Bake Sale

Stadium:

Campus:

Staff

Society:

P.S. I found my way to the dorm.

To the Editor:

I just wanted to say that I really enjoyed reading your article. It was very insightful.

Sincerely,

Mary Johnson

Student
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